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Abstract

In mammography the presence of subtle abnormalities such as stellate patterns
and architectual distortions indicates possible malignancy. Radiologists do
not always detect these abnormalities in screening mammograms; this has led
to interest in computer–aided mammographic interpretation where the radiol-
ogist is presented with computer–generated ’prompts’ for abnormalities. A
first step in this process is the detection of the “orientation”, “scale” and
“strength” of linear structures in the mammograms. We discuss several gener-
ic methods for extracting this information from images and compare their per-
formance using synthetic images intended to simulate the appearance of mam-
mograms. We show significant differences in performance between the
different methods. We also show results obtained for real mammograms.

1 Introduction

The UK Breast Screening Programme alone generates 1.5 million mammograms per an-
num. Potential malignancies can be detected from subtle abnormalities in radiographic
appearance but it is known that radiologists fail to detect a significant proportion of these
abnormalities.  It has been shown that their performance would improve if they were
prompted with the possible locations of abnormalities [1]. The abnormalities of interest
include microcalcification clusters, masses, spiculated patterns, asymmetry and archi-
tectual distortions [2], which can occur either individually or as combinations.

There is a natural division between these subtle abnormalities into patterns of “blobs
and clusters” and “lines and structures”. In this study we concentrate on the latter group
and in particular on stellate lesions which are an important class of abnormality.

Various methods have been described for detecting the patterns of radiating linear
structures which characterize stellate lesions [3–5]. They all depend however on obtain-
ing an estimate of line strength, orientation and (sometimes) scale at each pixel. It is this
line detection step which we investigate here.

Several approaches to line detection in mammograms have been described. In Section
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2 we discuss five different methods. The effectiveness of these methods in finding the line
strength and orientation is assessed in Section 3, where we report the results of experi-
ments performed using simulated line–patterns superimposed on “dense” and “fatty”
mammographic  backgrounds. In Section 4 the most promising line detection methods are
applied to a section of a mammogram which is known to have a stellate lesion present.
Both single scale and multi–scale results are presented. Some concluding remarks are
made in Section 5. This Section also includes some discussion of future directions.

2 Line detectors

The importance of linear structures in image analysis should not be underestimated and
may be as important as the detection of edges. It seems however that line detection has
attracted less research than edge detection. A simple model of a line would be two oppo-
site edges connected by a uniform region. This might suggest that there is no need for a
line detector since an edge detector in combination with some basic rules might work just
as well (an example of such an approach can be found in [3]). However, this assumes a
very simple model for a line which may not be sufficiently robust for general use.

Recently, several different approaches have been described for extracting the line in-
formation from (especially) mammographic images. In the remainder of this section five
such approaches will be discussed all of which are in principle capable of extracting line
strength, orientation and scale at a pixel level. The methods discussed are based on simple
orientation bins, a directional line operator, directional second order Gaussian deriva-
tives, directional morphology and curvi–linear structure detection.

These five methods are not an exhaustive set as other methods can be applied such as
those based on flow fields [6] or on information in the local Fourier transform [7].

2.1 Orientated Bins

The Orientated Bins method is illustrated in Figure 1. The local neighborhood of the target
pixel is divided into n angular bins (8 in this case) giving an angular resolution of ��/n.
The choice of n involves a compromise between angular resolution and the reliability of
line strength estimates. In Figure 1, only the pixels which fall between the two circles are
taken into account. The resulting line strength is based on the number of pixels and their
relative intensity which fall into a certain orientated bin. The relative intensity is deter-
mined by the total intensity of all the pixels per orientated bin divided by the number of
pixels in those bins (which is necessary as no pixel weighting is applied). Line strength
is given by the difference between the maximum relative bin intensity and the relative
intensity of the whole neighborhood. The local line orientation is given by the bin with
the maximum relative intensity. For a well defined line only two opposite bins would give
a high response, while an area without a line structure present would give a more uniform
distribution over the available bins. Line scale can be obtained by applying this method



at multiple scales either by subsampling the image or changing the local area size. The
local scale is taken as that which gives the highest line strength.

                 

Figure 1. The local area in an image with a line and the operation of the Orientated Bins
method (left) and the Line Operator (right).

2.2 Line Operator

The Line Operator [8] is based on a similar principle to the Orientated Bins approach and
is illustrated in Figure 1. The Line Operator improves the line signal to background noise
ratio by taking the average grey level of the pixels lying on an orientated local line passing
through the target pixel and subtracting the average intensity of all the pixels in the locally
orientated neighborhood. The values of pixels falling on the border of the line or neigh-
borhood are weighted according to the area of the relevant pixel falling within the line
or neighborhood. Pixels are assumed to be square.

The line strength is compared for n orientations. Line direction is obtained from the
orientation producing the maximum line strength. Scale information can be obtained sim-
ilarly to the orientated bins method. Different sized lines are detected by applying the Line
Operator to images that are rescaled by Gaussian smoothing and subsampling. For each
pixel, the scale producing the maximum line strength is taken as the detected line scale.

The speed of the Line Operator can be improved by precomputing the local line and
neighborhood pixel positions and weights for each orientation and decomposing the
Gaussian smoothing into one dimensional filters.

2.3 Directional Second Order Gaussian Derivatives

The method developed by Karssemeijer [5] is based on scale space. Directional second
order Gaussian derivatives are used to find the orientation, strength and scale information
of lines in images. The results of convolving the image with kernels at three different
orientations are combined according to scale space theory [9] to give the orientation and



line strength at a pixel level. The proper scale of lines is found by applying the derived
methods for various widths of the Gaussian derivatives and finding the highest line
strength response with respect to all the widths (which also indicates the line orientation).
To save time the convolution can be performed in Fourier space.

2.4 Directional Morphology

Directional morphology can be used to detect line structure [10]. The detection of lines
proceeds initially by application of a standard non–directional opening using a circular
structuring element. The circle size is tuned to the maximum line width to be detected.
The resulting coarse structure image is subtracted from the original image resulting in an
image containing only fine scale structures. The method continues by application of a
directional opening using an oblong structuring element that has a length and width tuned
to the sizes of the lines to be detected. The opening is performed with the oblong orien-
tated at n directions (typically with a resolution of �/12). The direction producing the
highest response provides the line strength and orientation.

2.5 Curvi–Linear Structures

The curvi–linear structures method takes the local line profile into account to determine
the line strength [11,12]. Line detection involves two stages. Candidate pixels for curvi–
linear structures are detected using the response of a second difference operation which
is applied in four directions. If there is a sufficiently high response for one of the orienta-
tions the pixel will form part of a curvi–linear structure. A measure of line strength is ob-
tained by determining the contrast of the line profile at these pixels. It is not clear if the
line orientation can be obtained easily since the four orientations of the second difference
operation do not provide a high enough angular resolution. However, it might be possible
to obtain a local orientation by taking an average of the orientation within every separate
curvi–linear structure. The detection algorithm for the curvi–linear structures was pro-
vided by the Robotics Research Group at Oxford University. The single–scale results
from this algorithm were used to obtain the line–strength images at a number of scales
which were combined to produce a multi–scale result.

3 Line Detection Results

We have compared the performance of the five methods described above by applying
them to synthetic images designed to test their application to digitised mammograms (see
Figure 2). Linear structures were generated at known positions and orientations and with
profiles which were generated by a model trained on spicules (the linear structures which
radiate from stellate lesions) and blood vessels, both of which are linear structures found
in mammograms [13]. The line patterns were superimposed on real mammogram back-



grounds. Figures 2b and 2c show the patterns superimposed on dense and fatty back-
grounds respectively. Notice should be taken of the fact that the original image, which is
426 pixels square,  is superimposed on a larger area background (i.e. 512 pixels square).

                 

Figure 2. a.) Original artificial line image, and the same image superimposed on a b.)
dense and c.) fatty mammographic background. 

3.1 Line Strength

The line strength as obtained by the various methods can be compared with the true line
strength. Figures 3a and 3b show results for line detection based on line strength, plotted
as receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. For comparison we have included re-
sults which are based on a simple threshold.
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Figure 3a. ROC curves of the various line detectors for the artificial line image superim-

posed on the dense mammographic background were  : Orientated Bins,  : Line Oper-

ator,  : Directional Gaussian Derivatives,  : Directional Morphology,  : Curvi–Lin-
ear Structures and  : Simple Threshold.
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Figure 3b. ROC curve of the various line detectors for the artificial line image superim-

posed on the fatty mammographic background  were  : Orientated Bins,  : Line Opera-

tor,  : Directional Gaussian Derivatives,  : Directional Morphology,  : Curvi–Linear
Structures and  : Simple Threshold.

The ROC curves were obtained by varying  a line–detection threshold and comparing the
resulting pixel labels (line/not line) with ground truth. The closer a curve approaches the
top left–hand corner the better the line detection.

These results suggest that the Line Operator and Orientated Bins methods perform
best on both types of background, with the Directional Gaussian Derivatives and Curvi–
Linear Structures methods performing least well and produce results which are worse or
comparable with results based on a simple threshold. If an operating point is chosen where
the proportion of false responses is reasonably low there can be a factor of two difference
in the true positive detection rate between the best and worst methods. As expected the
results for the fatty background are worse than those for the dense background.

3.2 Line Orientation

Besides the line strength the most important line information is provided by the local
orientation.  This can also be obtained at a pixel level for all the methods tested except for
that based on Curvi–Linear Structures. For this comparison only the pixels on the back-
bone (highest intensity) of the lines were taken into consideration. With the exception of
the Directional Second Order Gaussian Derivative approach all methods had an angular
resolution of �/12. The results are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The first point to note is
that the overall orientation information is less reliable for the fatty background than for



the dense background. The different methods are fairly comparable with slightly better
performance for the method based on the orientated bins approach. 
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Figure 4a. Deviation from true orientation for the various line detectors with respect to
the artificial line image superimposed on the dense mammographic background were 

: Orientated Bins (�=15.4),  : Line Operator (�=25.5),  : Directional Gaussian Deriva-

tives (�=17.4),  : Directional Morphology (�=20.9).
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Figure 4b. Deviation from true orientation for various line detectors with respect to the
artificial  line image superimposed on the fatty mammographic background were  :

Orientated Bins (�=17.4),  : Line Operator (�=31.2),  : Directional Gaussian Deriva-

tives (�=30.4),  : Directional Morphology (�=30.6).



4 Mammographic Images

In this section we show results for the most promising line detection methods applied to
real mammographic images. Figure 5 shows the original of a section of a mammogram
containing a stellate lesion. The original mammogram was obtained from the MIAS data-
base (mdb181lm). It is clear that there is a radiating pattern of linear structures (with a
central mass).

Figure 5. Part of a mammographic image containing a stellate lesion.

The main objective is to show how the orientation and line strength information be-
have with such an image. The line strength images are mapped to a grey level range of
0..255. The orientation images are mapped from 0 to� �.

Figure 6 shows the line strength and orientation images obtained using the Orientated
Bins approach at a single scale. A 32x32 local area was used with an angular resolution
of �/12.

Figure 6. Line strength (left) and orientation (right) results from a single scale orientated
bin approach.



Figure 7 shows the line strength and orientation images as obtained by using a multi scale
Line Operator approach. The multi scale approach subsamples the original image and
uses a small kernel (i.e. 5x5 pixels) and an angular resolution of �/12.

Figure 7. Line strength (left) and orientation (right) results from a multi scale line operator
approach.

Both methods appear to recover structure and orientation satisfactorily, though the multi–
scale approach shown in Figure 7 provides, as expected, a more complete description. For
presentation purposes the line strength and orientation images can be displayed using
colour space, where the line strength represents the saturation and the orientation the hue
in colour space.

Once the line strength and orientation are found at a pixel level simple measures can
be used to determine if a radiating pattern is present in the mammographic image. Such
simple measures typically determine the number of pixels in a local region which are
pointing towards the centre of that region and if how those pixels are distributed with re-
spect to orientation [5].

5 Conclusions and Future Directions

We have compared the performance of several different approaches to the detection of
linear structures in mammographic images. Results obtained using synthetic images sug-
gest significant differences between the different approaches with the approaches based
on the Orientated Bins method and the Line Operator method producing the best line
strength results and the Orientated Bins method the best line orientation results. The most
promising approach has been implemented as a multi–scale operator and gives intuitively
convincing results. The output could be used directly in existing algorithms for classify-
ing linear structures [13] and their spatial patterns [3–5]. We are currently investigating
more principled methods of representing and classifying patterns of linear structures.
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